ATM Firewall

Protect from hackers
using our lockdown
facility and enhanced
alerts

Rapid to deploy,
integrated solution that
comes preconfigured

ATMInsight Firewall

ATM PROTECTION:DESIGNED FOR ATMS WITH SEAMLESS INTEGRATION

Protect your ATM fleet from malicious activity and
unauthorized access
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Key features and benefits:









ATMInsight-Firewall is specifically designed for ATMs (and SSTs) only
Monitors incoming and outgoing network traffic
Establishes a barrier between the ATM and wide area network
Definable rules to limit access to the ATMs, effectively locking down the system
Online 24/7 with central
Real-time threat alerts
Protects the ATM Fleet from malicious activity and unauthorised access & by removing inherent vulnerabilities within the ATMs
ATMInsight-Firewall is not a security patch but an integral part of our ATMInsight Advanced ATM Management solution
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Establishes a barrier
between the ATM fleet and wide
area network

